
Lab Management Guidelines V1.0.2020

Somatic Mutation Testing 
MOL.TS.230.P

v1.0.2020

Procedures addressed 

The inclusion of any procedure code in this table does not imply that the code is under 
management or requires prior authorization. Refer to the specific Health Plan's 
procedure code list for management requirements. 

Procedures addressed by this 
guideline

Procedure codes

APC Sequencing 81201

BRAF V600 Targeted Mutation Analysis 81210

BRCA1/2 Sequencing 81163

BRCA1 Sequencing 81165

BRCA2 Sequencing 81216

Cytogenomic neoplasia (genome-wide) 
microarray analysis, interrogation of 
genomic regions for copy number and 
loss-of-heterozygosity variants for 
chromosomal abnormalities

81277

EGFR Targeted Mutation Analysis 81235

FoundationOne CDx 0037U

KIT Targeted Sequence Analysis 81272

KIT D816 Targeted Mutation Analysis 81273

KRAS Exon 2 Targeted Mutation Analysis 81275

KRAS Targeted Mutation Analysis, 
Additional Variants

81276

MGMT Promoter Methylation Analysis 81287

MLH1 Sequencing 81292

MSH2 Sequencing 81295

MSH6 Sequencing 81298

MSK-IMPACT 0048U

NRAS Exon 2 and Exon 3 Analysis 81311

Oncomine Dx Target Test 0022U

PALB2 Sequencing 81307
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Procedures addressed by this 
guideline

Procedure codes

PDGFRA Targeted Sequence Analysis 81314

PIK3CA Targeted Sequence Analysis 81309

PMS2 Sequencing 81317

PTEN Sequencing 81321

Praxis Extended RAS Panel 0111U

Solid Organ Neoplasm Molecular Profiling 81445

Solid Organ or Hematolymphoid 
Neoplasm Molecular Profiling - Expanded

81455

TERT Targeted Sequence Analysis 81345

therascreen FGFR RGQ RT-PCR Kit 0154U

therascreen PIK3CA RGQ PCR Kit 0155U

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81400

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81401

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81402

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81403

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81404

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81405

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81406

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81407

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81408

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

81479

Miscellaneous Molecular Tumor Marker 
Test

88271
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What are somatic mutation tests 

Definition

Somatic mutation tests are broadly defined here as any test that measures changes in 
DNA, RNA, or chromosomes found in tumor tissue that is used to make cancer 
management decisions. 

 Somatic mutation tests are increasingly useful for therapy selection. Many cancer 
therapies are targeted at particular gene functions (therapeutic targets) and some 
require information about tumor genetics to use the therapies effectively 
(companion diagnostics). In these cases, NCCN as well as the FDA have outlined 
tumor testing that is recommended for specific cancers and the associated 
treatment implications.1-5 

Test information 

 The specific methodology used to identify somatic mutations is dependent upon the 
type of mutation being investigated. 

o DNA mutations are generally detected through direct analysis of individual 
mutations, portions of a gene, a whole gene, panels of genes, or the entire 
exome. 

o Chromosome abnormalities, such as translocations or deletions, may be 
detected through direct visualization of the chromosomes (karyotyping), in situ 
hybridization of probes (e.g., FISH) to detect deletions or duplications that are 
too small to see directly, or by DNA-based methods (hybridization arrays or 
sequencing) that identify deletions or translocation breakpoints.

o Gene expression profiling simultaneously measures the amount of RNA being 
made by many genes. Expression patterns may be used to predict the type of 
cancer present, tumor aggressiveness, and therapy needs. 

 The efficiency of next generation sequencing (NGS) has led to an increasing 
number of large, multi-gene somatic mutation panels. Given that tumors can have 
multiple and unexpected genetic changes, these panels may provide physicians 
with information about therapeutic targets that would not otherwise be considered. 
The following are examples of somatic mutation panels (not intended to be a 
complete list):

o Foundation Medicine: FoundationOne tumor marker panel

o Caris Life Sciences: Caris Tumor profiling 

o Paradigm: Paradigm Cancer Diagnostic (PCDx) Panel

o GenPath Diagnostics: OnkoMatch

o University of Washington: UW-OncoPlex-Cancer Gene Panel
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Guidelines and evidence 

 The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) provides the following 
guidance:

o NCCN Guidelines for Treatment of Cancer by Site provide detailed guidelines on 
the use of individual tumor markers for each cancer type addressed.5 

o NCCN also makes the following recommendations specifically for using multi-
gene panels in the evaluation of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC): “The 
NCCN NSCLC Guidelines Panel strongly endorses broader molecular profiling 
with the goal of identifying rare driver mutations for which effective drugs may 
already be available, or to appropriately counsel patients regarding the 
availability of clinical trials. Broad molecular profiling is a key component of the 
improvement of care of patients with NSCLC.” 2 

o NCCN also maintains a biomarker compendium stating “the goal of the NCCN 
Biomarkers Compendium is to provide essential details for those tests which 
have been approved by NCCN Guideline Panels and are recommended by the 
NCCN Guidelines.” 4 Biomarkers for specific cancer types that are listed in the 
NCCN Biomarker Compendium have a level of evidence associated with their 
clinical utility. 

 Some FDA labels require results from biomarker tests to effectively or safely use 
the therapy for a specific cancer type.3 A list of all Pharmacogenomic Biomarkers 
included in FDA labeling and associated implications can be found here. While 
these tumor marker tests generally consist of a single biomarker, some larger 
panels of biomarkers are also included in the FDA labeling.

o In 2017, the FDA approved FoundationOne CDx panel testing, which includes 
324 genes, for particular individuals with NSCLC, melanoma, breast cancer, 
colorectal cancer, or ovarian cancer. See FDA document here.6 A list of cleared 
or approved companion diagnostic devices, including FoundationOne CDx can 
be found here.7 

o In 2016, the FDA approved Oncomine Dx Target Test for individuals with non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). “The Oncomine™ Dx Target Test is a 
qualitative in vitro diagnostic test that uses targeted high throughput, parallel-
sequencing technology to detect single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and deletions 
in 23 genes from DNA and fusions in ROS1 from RNA isolated from formalin 
fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor tissue samples from patients with non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) using the Ion PGM™ Dx System.”8 

Criteria 

This guideline does not apply when testing for germline (inherited) mutations in genes 
related to hereditary cancer syndromes (e.g., Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer, 
Lynch syndrome, etc.). Although some of the same genes may be tested for inherited 
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or acquired mutations, this guideline addresses only testing for acquired mutations 
from tumor tissue.

Medical necessity criteria differ based on the type of testing being performed (i.e., tests 
for individual genes separately chosen based on the cancer type versus pre-defined 
panels of genes) and how that testing will be billed (one or more individual gene-
specific procedure codes, specific panel procedure codes, or unlisted procedure 
codes). 

Single Gene Testing 

When separate procedure codes will be billed for individual tumor markers (e.g., Tier 1 
MoPath codes 81200-81355 or Tier 2 MoPath codes 81400-81408), each individually 
billed tumor marker test will be evaluated separately. The following criteria will be 
applied:

 The member has a tumor type that will benefit from information provided by the 
requested tumor marker test based on at least one of the following:

o All criteria are met from a test-specific guideline if one is available (See 
Common cancer types and associated tumor markers table below for tumor 
marker tests that have separate test-specific guidelines.), or

o An oncology therapy FDA label requires results from the tumor marker test to 
effectively or safely use the therapy for the member’s cancer type (See 
Common cancer types and associated tumor markers table below for examples 
of currently recognized companion diagnostics), or

o NCCN guidelines include the tumor marker test in the management algorithm for 
that particular cancer type and all other requirements are met (specific 
pathology findings, staging, etc.); however, the tumor marker must be explicitly 
included in the guidelines and not simply included in a footnote as an 
intervention that may be considered, or

o The NCCN Biomarker Compendium has a level of evidence of at least 2A for the 
tumor marker’s application to the member’s specific cancer type

Panel Testing 

When a multi-gene panel is being requested, please see Priority Health's policy for 
coverage information. Priority Health's medical policy can be found at the following link: 
https://www.priorityhealth.com/-/media/priorityhealth/documents/medical-policies/
91609.pdf 

Common cancer types and associated tumor markers 

This list not all inclusive.
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Examples of common cancer types and associated tumor markers

Cancer Type Tumor 
Marker

CPT Claim Code Associated 
Treatments*
*

Applicable 
Guideline

Colorectal9 
(Metastatic, 
stage IV. 
Prognostic 
purposes 
only.)

BRAF 81210 N/A N/A MOL.TS.133

Colorectal9 
(Metastatic)

KRAS 81275 N/A cetuximab9, 
panitumuma
b 9 

MOL.TS.191

Colorectal9 
(Metastatic)

NRAS 81311 N/A N/A MOL.TS.230

Melanoma10 
(Metastatic)

BRAF 81210 N/A vemurafenib1

0, 
dabrafenib10, 
trametinib/da
brafenib10, 
vemurafenib/
cobimetinib10 

MOL.TS.134

Non-small 
cell lung2 

EGFR 81235 N/A erlotinib2, 
afatinib2, 
gefitinib, 
osimertinib 
(T790M)

MOL.TS.163

Non-small 
cell lung2 

ALK 81401 EML4ALK crizotinib2, 
ceritinib2, 
alectinib

MOL.TS.230

Non-small 
cell lung2 

ALK 81479 ALK crizotinib2, 
ceritinib2, 
alectinib

MOL.TS.230

Note  ** In general, when there is an associated treatment, results from the referenced 
tumor marker are necessary for the safe or effective use of that therapy (companion 
diagnostics). The therapies and tumor markers are only included for cancer types 
approved for treatment according to FDA labeling.
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